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Synonym, Antonym, 
and Homophone Review

     1. What are synonyms?
a.  words that sound the same but have different meanings
b.  words that are spelled the same way
c.  words that are opposites
d.  words that mean almost the same thing

     2. Which pair of words are synonyms?
a.  giant, huge
b.  tiny, huge
c.  cow, now
d.  chat, cheese

     3. You can use synonyms to ______________.
a.  compare things
b.  make your writing more interesting
c.  use fewer words when you write
d.  show differences

     4. What are antonyms?
a.  words that rhyme
b.  words that sound alike but have different meanings
c.  words that have almost the same meaning
d.  words that have opposite meanings

     5. Which pair of words are antonyms?
a.  horse, dog
b.  love, like
c.  weak, strong
d.  small, tiny

     6. You can use antonyms to __________________.
a.  make your writing more interesting.
b.  show differences
c.  compare things
d.  use fewer words when you write

    7. What are homophones?
  a.  words that sound alike but have different meanings
 b.  words that rhyme
 c.  words that have opposite meanings
  d.  words that mean almost the same thing

     8. Which pair of words are homophones?
 a.  night, day
 b.  ant, aunt

 c.  thirsty, drink
 d.  coins, money
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ANSWER KEY

Synonym, Antonym, 
and Homophone Review

     1. What are synonyms?
a.  words that sound the same but have different meanings
b.  words that are spelled the same way
c.  words that are opposites
d.  words that mean almost the same thing

     2. Which pair of words are synonyms?
a.  giant, huge
b.  tiny, huge
c.  cow, now
d.  chat, cheese

     3. You can use synonyms to ______________.
a.  compare things
b.  make your writing more interesting
c.  use fewer words when you write
d.  show differences

     4. What are antonyms?
a.  words that rhyme
b.  words that sound alike but have different meanings
c.  words that have almost the same meaning
d.  words that have opposite meanings

     5. Which pair of words are antonyms?
a.  horse, dog
b.  love, like
c.  weak, strong
d.  small, tiny

     6. You can use antonyms to __________________.
a.  make your writing more interesting.
b.  show differences
c.  compare things
d.  use fewer words when you write

    7. What are homophones?
  a.  words that sound alike but have different meanings
 b.  words that rhyme
 c.  words that have opposite meanings
  d.  words that mean almost the same thing

     8. Which pair of words are homophones?
 a.  night, day
 b.  ant, aunt
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